An I~0! process is commonly defined as a process that satisfies a functional central limit theorem, i+e+, whose scaled partial sums converge weakly to a Wiener process, and an I~1! process as a process whose first differences are I~0!+ This paper establishes that with this definition, it is impossible to consistently discriminate between I~0! and I~1! processes+ At the same time, on a more constructive note, there exist consistent unit root tests and also nontrivial inconsistent stationarity tests with correct asymptotic size+
INTRODUCTION
A cornerstone of current time series econometrics is the distinction between processes that are integrated of order zero, I~0!, and processes that are integrated of order one, I~1!+ To classify a given time series accordingly, researchers typically rely on either "unit root tests" with the null hypothesis of the series being I~1! or "stationarity tests" with a null hypothesis of the series being I~0!+ Both approaches have generated very large literatures, with numerous suggestions for unit root and stationarity test statistics+ Under apparently weak assumptions on the underlying processes, both unit root and stationarity tests are typically shown to be consistent and to control asymptotic size+ What is more, these assumptions typically also enable consistent discrimination between I~0! and I~1! process by letting the level of the unit root or stationarity tests shrink to zero at an appropriate rate as the sample size increases+ Explicitly consistent discrimination procedures have been developed by Stock~1994!, Phillips and Ploberger~1996!, and Corradi~1999!+ By considering a common and arguably relevant definition of I~0! and I~1! processes in a double-array framework, this paper establishes the impossibility of such consistent discrimination+ The result is entirely driven by the impossibility of constructing a consistent stationarity test with asymptotic size smaller than one, because there exists a consistent and asymptotically valid unit root test+ The next section introduces the I~0! and I~1! definition employed and emphasizes differences to a related impossibility literature+ Section 3 contains the main results, whose implications are discussed in Section 4+ Proofs are collected in an Appendix+
DEFINITIONS OF I(0) AND I(1) AND THEIR PROPERTIES
In the following discussion, the observed data are thought to be the Tth row $ y T, t % tϭ1 T of the triangular double-array random process $$ y T, t % tϭ1 T % Tϭ1 , defined on a probability space~V, ᑠ, P !, on which all following random elements are defined, too+ To ease notation, we write $ y T, t % for $$ y T, t % tϭ1 T % Tϭ1 throughout+ As in Stock~1994!, Davidson~1999, 2002!, White~2001, p+ 179!, and Breitung~2002!, among others, the I~0!0I~1! property is defined in terms of the asymptotic properties of the rescaled data and the partial sum process of the data, respectively+ Specifically, the process $ y T, t % is defined to be I~0! and I~1! as follows: 
where @{# is the largest smaller integer function, W~{! is a standard Wiener process, and n indicates weak convergence~here, in the space of càdlàg functions on the unit interval equipped with the Skorohod metric!, and all limits here and later are taken as T r`+ With this definition, an I~0! process is defined as being any possibly heterogenous process that satisfies a functional central limit theorem~FCLT!, and an I~1! process is any process whose increments are I~0!+ In a more general setup, one might model both I~0! and I~1! processes with an additional deterministic component; for the purpose of this paper, however, it is useful to~unrealistically! assume that this deterministic component is known, such that y T, t in~1! is observed+ As the definition~1! concerns the asymptotic behavior of $ y T, t % only, the interesting question is whether it is possible to construct discrimination procedures with attractive pointwise asymptotic properties+ A~possibly randomized! test w T is a sequence of measurable functions of R T ‫ۋ‬ @0, 1# , where w T~$ x t % tϭ1 T ! indicates the conditional probability of rejection of the null hypothesis when observing the sample $x t % tϭ1 T , such that Ew T~$ x t % tϭ1 T ! is the unconditional rejection probability+ We refer to a stationarity test w T of asymptotic level a as consistent if Ew T~$ y T, t % tϭ1 T ! r 1 for all processes $ y T, t % that are I~1! in the sense of definition~1!, and we say it controls asymptotic size if lim Tr`E w T~$ y T, t % tϭ1 T ! Յ a for all processes $ y T, t % that are I~0! in the sense of definition~1!, with an analogous definition for unit root tests+ A consistent discrimination procedure is a unit root or stationarity test of asymptotic level zero that controls asymptotic size, because with such a test both types of classification errors converge to zero+ Note that these are the usual pointwise definitions of consistency and size control for unit root and stationarity tests; it is clearly not possible to construct nontrivial tests with uniform size control under definition~1!, because one can assign arbitrary properties to $ y T, t % tϭ1 T for any fixed T without any implication for the eventual convergence in definition~1!+ Despite being highly "nonparametric," definition~1! entails the salient features commonly associated with I~1! processes~and, by implication, of scaled partial sums of I~0! processes!+ Define E K as a truncated expectation operator with truncation point K; i+e+, for any random variable X, E K X ϭ 1@6 X6 Ͻ K #X+ Assume that $ y T, t % is I~1! in the sense of~1!+ Then, e+g+,~i! unit root test statistics that can be written as continuous functionals~in the sup norm! of T Ϫ102 y T, @{T # have the usual asymptotic distributions;~ii! the ratio of the truncated variances of y T, @sT # and y T, @rT # ,
is an asymptotically efficient linear long-range forecast of y T, @rT # in a truncated mean square error sense, with arbitrary truncation point K Ͼ 0+ If in addition to $ y T, t % being I~1! in the sense of~1!, $T Ϫ1 y T, t 2 % is assumed to be uniformly integrable, theñ ii! and~iii! also hold without any truncation~and the results that follow also hold for this more restricted class of I~1! processes!+
What is more, as demonstrated by Kiefer, Vogelsang, and Bunzel~2000! and Kiefer and Vogelsang~2005!, the I~0! definition in~1!, i+e+, the assumption that $ y T, t % satisfies a FCLT, is sufficient to enable asymptotically justified inference in time series regression models+ It is possible, e+g+, to do asymptotically justified inference for m when observing $ y T, t ϩ m% whenever $ y T, t % is I~0! in the sense of definition~1!+ It would hence be highly desirable to be able to consistently discriminate~at least pointwise! between I~0! and I~1! processes as defined in~1!, the possibility of which is the subject of this paper+ It might be useful to relate this question to the results of Blough~1992!, Faust~1996!, and Pötscher~2002!+ These authors are concerned with parametric time series models, and they define a process as I~0! if it is stationary with positive spectral density at frequency zero and as I~1! if the first differences are I~0!+ The papers explore the possibility of constructing nontrivial unit root and stationarity tests that control size uniformly over the parameter space+ The conclusion is that such tests do not exist in common parametric models+ To illustrate the point, consider the class of processes
with l Ն 0+ As long as l is positive, $ y t % tϭ1 T is considered to be I~1!, because the spectral density of the first differences of $ y t % tϭ1 T is positive at frequency zero+ But for any given sample size T, one can choose l so small that there is no basis for discrimination from the I~0! case l ϭ 0 whatsoever+ This is true for any sample size, such that it is impossible to construct a unit root test with power larger than size uniformly over l Ͼ 0, even asymptotically+ A similar point can be made about the impossibility of constructing nontrivial stationarity tests in the Gaussian first-order autoregressive model y t ϭ ry tϪ1 ϩ « t with power larger than size uniformly over r ʦ @0;1!+ The point of this literature is not to criticize specific I~0! versus I~1! discrimination procedures; rather, it shows that discrimination between I~0! and I~1! processes, as defined via the properties of the spectral density at frequency zero, is an "ill-posed" statistical problem for common parametric classes of time series models without further restrictions on the parameter space+ Note, however, that in example~2!, the problematic part of the parameter space with l very small but positive does not generate good approximations of an ensuing I~1! analysis based on the FCLT anyway: The scaled partial sums of the first differences, of course, recover $T Ϫ102 y t % tϭ1 T , which is far from being close to a scaled Wiener process in any sense when l is small+ Similarly, an efficient linear forecast for the sum of an I~0! series and a "sufficiently small" independent random walk is dominated by the I~0! component and is hence typically very different from the last observation of the random walk component, even if it were observed+ Following the spectral density definition of I~0! and I~1! processes hence by no means implies that the scaled I~1! and scaled partial sums of I~0! processes have close to random walk behavior, even asymptotically+ If the purpose of the discrimination between I~0! and I~1! processes is to employ Wiener process approximations or to infer the usual implications for forecasting, the spectral density definition is not the relevant one+ Also, the impossibility results of Blough~1992!, Faust~1996!, and Pötscher 2002! have no implication for whether or not it is possible to construct nontrivial~pointwise! asymptotically valid unit root and stationarity tests under definition~1!+ What example~2! demonstrates is only that for any sample size T there exists l T Ͼ 0 such that the difference between the power and level of any unit root test is less than, say, 10 percentage points, which obviously excludes the existence of a 5% level consistent unit root test with uniform size control+ But it is not at all clear whether the "near stationary" double-array process, resulting from the data generating process~2! with l equal to these l T for each T, satisfies the I~1! definition in~1!, simply because l T might converge to zero too quickly+ It is hence an open question whether it is possible to consistently discriminate, at least pointwise, between I~0! and I~1! processes as defined in~1!, and given the appeal of definition~1!, it is a relevant question for current time series econometrics+
CONSISTENT UNIT ROOT AND STATIONARITY TESTS
This section contains the two findings of this paper: under definition~1!, there exist consistent unit root tests with positive asymptotic level that control asymptotic size, but any consistent scale-invariant stationarity test necessarily has arbitrarily bad asymptotic size control+ As a consistent~and also scale-invariant! unit root test, consider a test based on the statistic suggested by Breitung~2002!:
that rejects the I~1! null hypothesis for small values+ As shown in Breitung 2002!, under the null hypothesis of $ y T, t % being I~1! in the sense of~1!,
For any choice of critical value cv Ͼ 0, the asymptotic level is hence determined by the probability P~͐ 0 1 @͐ 0 s W~u! du# 2 ds0͐ 0 1 W~s! 2 ds Ͻ cv! Ͼ 0, and unit root tests based on G T control asymptotic size+ Breitung~2002! also demonstrates the consistency of a test based on G T against stationary and ergodic I~0! alternatives with bounded second moments; the following theorem shows in addition the consistency of a unit root test based on G T with positive critical value against the general I~0! alternative in the sense of definition~1!+
Definition~1! hence allows the construction of consistent unit root tests with positive asymptotic level that control asymptotic size+ At the same time, under definition~1!, it is not possible to construct a consistent scale-invariant stationarity test that controls asymptotic size:
T , T Ն 1 and nonzero scalars c+ The rationale for imposing this invariance is that the scale of time series typically depends on an arbitrary choice of units+ More generally, the overall scale is only informative for distinguishing I~0! from I~1! processes as defined in~1! when something is known about the respective s's+ I am not aware of a stationarity test or I~0!0I~1! discrimination procedure suggested in the literature that is not invariant to scale+
The main result of the paper, which implies the impossibility of consistent discrimination between I~0! and I~1! processes, is the following theorem+ Heuristically, the argument for Theorem 2 proceeds as follows+ Recall that a Wiener process can be written as a randomly weighted sum of certain trigonometric functions, i+e+, with W 0 a standard Wiener process and j l i+i+d+N~0,1!, l ϭ 1, 2, + + +:
because the left-hand side converges almost surely~a+s+! and uniformly on s ʦ @0,1# to a Wiener process~see Itô and Nisio~1968!; and, e+g+, Phillips, 1998, for further discussion!+ The fact that a Wiener process is smooth, i+e+, dominated by low-frequency components, is reflected in the fact that high-frequency components sin~~l Ϫ + A consistent stationarity test rejects with probability converging to one for a Gaussian random walk, and so
The n lowest frequency components sin~~l Ϫ 1 2 _ !ps!, l ϭ 1, + + + , n of W n now receive stochastic weights of the same variance, just as one would expect for white noise, and the decline in the variances of higher frequency components characteristic of a Wiener process only starts after the n lowest frequency components+ What is more, the first summand on the left-hand side of~3! dominates the overall variability of W n for n large, as the relative variance of any two components i Յ n and j Ͼ n is at least p 2~n Ϫ 1 2 _ ! 2 + So with n large, up to a small remainder, W n is equal to a continuous time process whose low-frequency behavior is just like white noise+ Of course, there is very little high-frequency variability in W n , and so for T large, the time series $W n~t 0T !% tϭ1 T exhibits very strong positive autocorrelation+ Now W n is derived from W 0 by a change of the variance of n independent Gaussian variates only+ The probability measures of two multivariate Gaussian vectors with positive definite covariance matrices are evidently equivalent, and so a sequence of events whose probability converges to zero under one measure also has probability converging to zero under the other measure+ Therefore
holds for any fixed n, it is possible to construct an increasing sequence n T r`such that also w T~$ T 102 W n T~t 0T !% tϭ1 T ! p n r`, one might imagine that W n approximates white noise arbitrarily well; in fact, the limit
is a continuous analogue of white noise in the generalized stochastic process sense~see, e+g+, Hida, 1980, Ch+ 3!+ The process $z T, t % of Theorem 2 is simply the scale-normalized version of this sequence, $z T, t % tϭ1
for T Ն 1, which ensures that partial sums of $z T, t % converge to a standard Wiener process+ The rate at which n T r`as T r`depends on the choice of test w T , and the slower this rate, the larger the autocorrelations in $z T, t % tϭ1 T for T large+
DISCUSSION
1+ Although Theorem 1 shows the existence of a consistent unit root test with correct asymptotic size under definition~1!, this does not imply that popular unit root tests share this desirable feature+ Most unit root test statistics rely on a consistent estimator [ s of the scale of the limiting process s under the I~1! null hypothesis+ The results in Müller~2007!, however, show that no estimator [ s exists that is consistent for all processes satisfying the I~1! definition~1!, such that the resulting tests will typically not control asymptotic size+ Also, despite the result in Theorem 1, the application of a consistent unit root test with asymptotic level zero~which, for a unit root test based on G T , would require a sequence of critical values cv T that converge to zero at an arbitrarily slow rate! cannot control asymptotic size+ Such a sequence of tests would imply the existence of a consistent stationarity test that controls asymptotic size, which is ruled out by Theorem 2+ 2+ One might argue against the relevance of Theorem 2 by pointing to the double-array character of the argument+ In econometric practice one is typically concerned with one data set of fixed sample size+ These data can be thought of as being a part of an infinite single-index time series or as a particular row of a double-array process+ Theorem 2 implies that for any consistent and scaleinvariant stationarity test w T and real numbers e Ͼ 0 and d Ͼ 0, there exist for a large enough T a T ϫ 1 Gaussian random vector~z T, 1 , + + + , z T, T ! ' and a standard Wiener process W such that
For any large enough fixed T, there is hence an infinite time series $ y t * % tϭ1 whose observable part $ y t * % tϭ1 T shares these properties-simply let y t * ϭ z T, t for t ϭ 1, + + + , T+ So for any large enough T, there exists a standard infinite time series $ y t * % tϭ1 for which the consistent stationarity tests reject with very high probability, yet this time series is close to being I~0! in the sense that the scaled partial sums of the sample $ y t * % tϭ1 T "almost" behave like a Wiener process+ In this sense Theorem 2 also implies undesirable properties of consistent stationarity tests when applied to data that are thought of as being part of an infinite single-index series+ 3+ Size control problems of popular consistent stationarity tests, such as the test suggested by Kwiatkowski, Phillips, Schmidt, and Shin~1992!, have been noted before-see, e+g+, the simulation study of Caner and Kilian~2001! and the analysis in Müller~2005!+ Theorem 2 demonstrates that the problems associated with consistent stationarity tests cannot be resolved by considering alternative tests+ In applications where a null hypothesis of a general I~0! process as defined in~1! makes sense, the outcome of consistent stationarity tests should be interpreted with caution+ Rejections might be due to this inherent fragility, rather than by evidence in the data that the I~0! null hypothesis does not hold+ Consistent stationarity tests should be thought of as testing jointly the I~0! property as defined in~1! and additional restrictions on the behavior of the process, which may very well be a useful enterprise+ Given the crucial nature of these additional restrictions, however, it is important to assess whether they are appropriate for a given application+ 4+ The restriction to scale-invariant tests in Theorem 2 can be dispensed with 1 when s in the definition~1! of I~0! and I~1! processes is allowed to depend on T, i+e+, under the definition
In other words, if I~0! and I~1! processes are defined in terms of weak convergence to a Wiener process in some sample-size-dependent scale, then it is impossible to consistently discriminate between the two, because no consistent stationarity test can control asymptotic size+ Note that such an alternative I~0!0 I~1! definition is equally sensible as far as the discussion at the beginning of Section 2 is concerned+ 5+ Theorems 1 and 2 display a surprising asymmetry between the properties of consistent unit root and stationarity tests+ An attempt to adjust the reasoning of Theorem 2 to yield the analogous impossibility result for consistent unit root tests fails: although it is possible to modify the weights on the low-frequency components of an appropriate version of Gaussian white noise~4! in a similar manner, the remainder term M2͚ lϭnϩ1 sin~~l Ϫ 1 2 _ !ps!j l does not become small for n large+ Intuitively, under definition~1! and scale invariance, the testable difference between I~1! and I~0! processes is that I~1! processes are dominated by low-frequency components, whereas I~0! processes have similar variability across all frequencies+ A consistent unit root test may thus compare the variability across all frequencies~the denominator T Ϫ2 ͚ tϭ1 T y T, t 2 of G T ! with the variability in one fixed band of low-frequency components~the numerator T Ϫ4 ͚ tϭ1 T @ ͚ lϭ1 t y T, l # 2 of G T !, because under the alternative, the highfrequency components are known to dominate in relative terms+ In contrast, for a stationarity test to achieve consistency, it must assess whether an increasing number of low-frequency components are too variable compared to higher frequency components+ This necessarily involves an implicit assumption on how quickly the I~0! process exhibits the eventually similar variability across all frequencies, which can always be mistaken+ 6+ As pointed out in Section 2, definition~1! does not allow the construction of discrimination procedures with attractive properties uniformly over all processes that satisfy the definition+ The reason is simply that definition~1! has no implication for any fixed sample size T, as the respective convergences might occur "later+" Theorems 1 and 2 have nevertheless an interesting implication for the possibility of obtaining correct inference uniformly over subsets of I~0! and I~1! processes with controlled speed of convergence: Let r be a metric that metrizes weak convergence of probability measures on the metric space D of the càdlàg functions on the unit interval~equipped with the Skorohod metric!+ Let p W be Wiener measure and p T~x@{T # ! the probability measure on D induced by the stochastic process $x t % tϭ1 T + For $d T % Tϭ1 a sequence of real numbers, let
As long as d T r 0, the double-array processes H 0~$ d T % Tϭ1 ! and the first difference of the processes in H 1~$ d T % Tϭ1 ! satisfy a FCLT uniformly, with the speed of convergence determined by the sequence $d T % Tϭ1 + Theorem 1 and its proof in the Appendix now show that for any choice of d T r 0, a level a unit root test w T G based on G T is uniformly consistent over H 0~$ d T % Tϭ1 ! and controls asymptotic size uniformly over
Theorem 2, on the other hand, implies that for any scale-invariant stationarity test that is consistent against a Gaussian random walk there exists a doublearray process $z T, t % and
In other words, it is possible to construct uniformly valid and consistent unit root tests that do not require knowledge of the speed of convergence, whereas it is impossible to construct a consistent and asymptotically valid stationarity test without knowledge of the speed of convergence under the null hypothesis+ As observed under comment 3 in this section, for any set of I~0! processes H 0~$ d T % Tϭ1 ! with given speed of convergence $d T % Tϭ1 , it might be possible to construct consistent and asymptotically valid stationarity tests, but these tests are then necessarily joint tests of the I~0! hypothesis as defined in~1! and the given speed of convergence+ 7+ A large body of work has generalized the I~0!0I~1! dichotomy to general fractional integration I~d !, where d is not constrained to be an integer+ When I~d ! processes are defined in analogy to~1! in terms of weak convergence of the scaled process~or partial sum process! to fractional Brownian motion, Theorem 2 implies the impossibility of consistently estimating d ʦ D ʚ R as long as D ʛ $0,1%+ Inference methods that rely on consistent estimation of d ʦ D necessarily fail for some process that could have been well approximated bỹ fractional! Brownian motion+ 8+ Because the I~0! definition~1! is equivalent to $ y T, t % satisfying a FCLT, stationarity tests can be thought of as special cases of tests of the FCLT property+ Such tests might be motivated by the prominent role that the FCLT condition plays in Kiefer et al+~2000! type inference+ But Theorem 2 has a sobering implication: Any test that consistently rejects for a Gaussian random walk~which surely constitutes an extreme deviation of the FCLT null hypothesis! necessarily also consistently rejects for some process that satisfies a FCLT+ In particular, there are instances where using a consistent stationarity test as a pretest for subsequent Kiefer et al+ type inference leads with high probability to the erroneous conclusion that Kiefer et al+ type inference is inadequate, despite the fact that it would have resulted in a highly accurate approximation+ 9+ As pointed out by one referee, one might conclude from Theorem 2 that definition~1! of I~0! and I~1! processes is not adequate, after all+ This view leads to the question of how to appropriately strengthen the definition to ensure the possibility of consistent discrimination between I~0! and I~1! processes+ 10+ Note, however, that the results of this paper are not entirely destructive in the sense that Theorem 2 only rules out the existence of a consistent stationarity test that controls asymptotic size+ It is perfectly possible to derive asymp-totically valid inconsistent but nontrivial stationarity tests+ Consider, e+g+, the test statistic
When $ y T, t % is I~0!, J T has a Cauchy asymptotic distribution, whereas with $ y T, t % being I~1!, J T n ͐ 102 1 W~s! ds0͐ 0 102 W~s! ds, which is not distributed Cauchy+ The development of~necessarily inconsistent! stationarity tests and estimators of the fractional parameter d, in addition to~possibly consistent! unit root tests that remain valid under definition~1! and that are efficient in some sense, seems an interesting topic for future research+ 
Ⅲ
Proof of Theorem 2. Let j l be i+i+d+N~0,1!, l ϭ 1, 2, + + + , and denote with C the set of continuous functions on the unit interval, equipped with the sup norm+ Theorem 5+2
